
CAPABILITY STATEMENT
MINE CLOSURE AND REHABILITATION PLANNING



Before going to tender for rehabilitation work it is prudent to understand the 
optimal equipment specification to undertake the rehabilitation work. MEC Mining 
will advise which equipment to use to achieve to lowest possible cost including 
strategies around dozer blade selection and truck tray volume specification.

EQUIPMENT SELECTION

MEC Mining design the most efficient landform shape based on minimising the 
cost to construct. There is usually a variety of possible landform shape options 
that satisfy landform criteria and achieve a cut to fill balance, however, the cost 
of each option can vary greatly even when cut to fill volumes are similar. MEC 
Mining uses sophisticated simulation techniques to create the landform design 
to meet set criteria while allocating material movement to the lowest cost 
method and simultaneously optimising the material movement vector within 
each movement method to reduce operational costs.  

Optimised landform designs are accompanied by a cost estimate to construct 
the landform. Cost estimates are built on dozer push distance and grade 
simulations and haul distances for trucked material where required. The cost 
estimates are detailed and robust and can be used as the basis for issuing 
tenders and/or comparing tenders for rehabilitation work packages.

LANDFORM AND REHABILITATION PLANS

COST ESTIMATION

WE ARE MEC MINING
MEC Mining is a global technical consulting firm specialising in 
mining services capabilities across the project life cycle from 
early-stage exploration through development, mine planning, 
onsite management to mine closure and rehabilitation.
Since 2005, MEC has grown into one of the leading consultancy firms with 

an experienced team of consultants; specialising in both the open cut and 

underground mining for the coal and minerals sectors.

Through our teams’ real-world experience, our people have an owner’s point of view 

when executing a project.

We deliver high-quality work that enhances the value of our clients’ assets and our 

experienced team bring a diverse range of knowledge to each project.

We proud ourselves of a flexible approach to all services and will gladly tailor our 

services to meet individual project or company requirements.



MEC Mining provides independent expert reports (shadow tenders) for material 
movement rates to replace default rates in the Estimated Rehabilitation Cost 
Calculator. In many instances, the default rates in the calculator are based on 
small quantities and not representative of the cost advantages achieved when 
large volumes of material movement are involved. MEC Mining will calculate and 
provide rates that can be used in the calculator and are accepted by the regulator.

MEC Mining dozer push rehabilitation plans include: target cut to fill surfaces 
compatible with GPS guidance software, push vector layers and can be provided 
with stacked sequence surfaces for complicated tasks. The dozer push designs 
and push vectors are optimised to minimise the overall cost of completing the 
bulk push by solving for the lowest overall push distances and grades to complete 
the cut/fill operation. MEC Mining will incorporate scrapers and truck shovel 
movement where required and create plans that are ready for the execution team.

Commonly, ambiguity or a low level of detail in Environmental Authority 
agreements means that the rehabilitation concept is not always clear. MEC 
Mining can assist by optioneering the landform design to quickly evaluate 
various landform criteria options to understand landform shape and the cost 
of constructing a variety of options. This allows efficient decision making and 
enables more productive engagement with regulators.

MEC Mining provides project management for rehabilitation on active mine sites. 
The advantage of having MEC Mining manage the rehabilitation execution is that 
it provides integration between the operations team and the advanced power 
of the optimisation software to provide designs and plans that are more cost-
efficient, meaning lower cost rehabilitation. MEC Mining personnel stationed 
on site will monitor progress to provide surety around compliance to plan 
which minimises cost. We have a dozer push training package which is crucial 
for educating dozer operators on how to work efficiently and prevent costly 
rehandle. MEC Mining will work with owner teams or contractors to achieve the 
best overall outcome for the site. 

DOZERPUSH PLANS AND DESIGNS

LANDFORM OPTIONEERING AND OPTIMISATION

INDEPENDENT EXPERT REPORT – ESTIMATED 
REHABILITATION COST CALCULATOR (QLD)

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
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MOORVALE EARTH MOVING  |  LOCATION: QUEENSLAND
MEC Mining was engaged by Moorvale Earthmoving to support their tender bid and to design and optimise the rehabilitation 
earthworks for a large Queensland Coal Mine. As a part of the project, MEC Mining delivered the final landform and drainage 
designs and determined the most efficient cut and fill volumetric movements.

UNDISCLOSED CLIENT
MEC Mining provided guidance for the rehabilitation of a former Uranium mine in the Northern Territory of Australia. The 
scope of work completed by MEC Mining included a detailed haul road design and construction plans, inclusive of pavement 
thickness, superelevation design and speed limits. In addition to this, MEC Mining determined the volumetric cut and fill 
volume requirements of the rehabilitation. 

UNDISCLOSED CLIENT
A large mining company with several coal mines located within Queensland engaged MEC Mining to design and schedule the 
rehabilitation of a number of their operations. As a part of the scope of work, MEC Mining delivered rehabilitation designs and 
schedules, and calculated the volumetric movement requirements. 

BLAIR ATHOL  |  LOCATION: QUEENSLAND
MEC Mining was engaged by a large mining contractor to assist with the calculation of total haulage quantities, dozer push 
distances and push gradients for the rehabilitation tender of a large open cut coal mine located in the coalfields of Central 
Queensland. 

UNDISCLOSED CLIENT
A large Queensland coal Mine engaged MEC Mining to conduct a Residual Void Study for a number of pits - some of which were 
located on a known flood plain. Using the client-supplied landform design, MEC Mining optimised the mass balance of the 
final landform and delivered three different scenarios to the client for review. For each scenario, MEC Mining determined the 
most cost-effective means of material movement, as well as the total volumetric movement of the rehabilitation. 

BHP  |  LOCATION: SOUTH AUSTRALIA
BHP engaged MEC Mining to provide support to its Olympic Dam mine in South Australia. Works included medium term 
planning, life of asset planning & scheduling, life-of-asset projects, identification, phase planning, scheduling and assistance. 
The mining method is sublevel open stoping with the deposit occurring in a massive sulphide orebody. Commodities 
extracted include Copper, Uranium, Silver and Gold.

RIO TINTO - HAIL CREEK  |  LOCATION: QUEENSLAND
MEC Mining was engaged by Rio Tinto to assist with their life of mine planning process. During their project, MEC Mining 
generated the final landform profile and determined the volumetric material movement quantities required to achieve design.  

RECENT PROJECTS


